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SPECIFICATION
IMPORTANT NOTICES
A spectacular standard-bearer for the elegance of grand touring, DB11 is the most powerful and efficient ‘DB’ production model in Aston Martin’s history.

Available with the 5.2-litre twin-turbocharged V12 or the 4.0-litre twin-turbocharged V8 engine at its heart, DB11 takes our grand touring heritage to unprecedented heights. The sophisticated DB11 Volante completes the DB11 family in this prestigious line-up of next-generation cars. Powered by the 4.0-litre twin turbo V8, it offers a stunning and intense open-top GT experience.

Phenomenal performance, pioneering aerodynamics, exceptional stability, agility and strength combine with vastly reduced fuel consumption and emissions to make the Aston Martin DB11 uniquely compelling.

To preserve our world-renowned design purity and honour the ‘DB’ legacy, we distilled Aston Martin design down to its very essence and used it to create something evolved and fresh. Something called DB11.

Instantly recognisable, its design looks inherently right, yet strikingly different. From a structure of beautifully classical proportion, its shape develops organically, surface lines emanating from nose to tail. DB11 is an immaculate expression of true automotive art.

Marek Reichman, Chief Creative Officer

“PROPORTION IS THE BEDROCK OF THIS CAR. DB11 IS A PIECE OF SCULPTURE TO ME”
Familiar elements have evolved and developed to create new and distinctive features for DB11. A truly iconic signature, the striking front grille has been reinvented, its lines amplified into a markedly distinct feature, a powerful symbol of the extent to which DB11 has moved the game on. Bringing harmony of form and function, the new innovative airflow systems, the Curlicue and Aston Martin Aeroblade™ are key to the car’s aerodynamics, channeling the wind to reduce aerodynamic lift and enhance stability.

The clamshell bonnet is a continuation of this fearless design philosophy. Its wraparound form minimizes unsightly shut-lines for a pure, sculptural quality rarely seen. In a delightful spectacle, the entire bonnet hinges forward to provide an exceptional view of the magnificent engine beneath.

DB11’s body structure was designed to be stronger, safer and more dynamic than its predecessor. An increased wheelbase enables the engine to be positioned further back for near-perfect weight distribution. Underpinned by a new bonded aluminium body structure that combines lightness and strength, DB11 sets a formidable new standard for sporting Grand Tourers.

DB11 exploits its inner strength and immense performance with a completely redefined chassis, suspension, steering and electronics. Revised suspension with adaptive damping, and multiple driver-selectable dynamics enrich DB11’s adaptability.
Continuing Aston Martin’s beautiful legacy of exquisite convertible cars is the DB11 Volante. It encompasses everything that makes the DB11 the epitome of luxury sports grand tourers, with the addition of open-top driving pleasure.

The high performance 4.0-litre V8 twin-turbo engine is a powerhouse, generating an impressive 503 bhp and reaching a top speed of 187 mph. The DB11 Volante has been engineered to deliver a broad scope of abilities. Great levels of performance and handling accentuate the sporting side of its character, while its refinement and exceptionally crafted interior space ensure it remains a consummate Grand Tourer.

On mountain pass or tree-lined boulevard, under blue sky or night sky, the DB11 Volante presents the perfect space to appreciate an exhilarating drive on the open road – roof up or down.

Opening the advanced fabric ‘K-fold’ system lifts the lid on the beauty around both driver and passenger. Designed with a highly advanced roof system, the DB11 Volante is utterly uncompromised with its beautiful, faultlessly flowing roof line seamlessly integrated.

The Volante roof can be operated from the driver’s seat or, for added convenience, can be remotely opened or closed from the key. When closed, eight layers of insulation materials engineered into the design ensure that the roof canopy is acoustically enhanced and offers complete cabin comfort. New styling features enhance its visual appeal too, with the choice of a bright or dark tonneau finisher.
With an increased wheelbase compared to its predecessor, DB11 offers luxurious space for both driver and passengers alike. In the Coupe, front seat occupants enjoy 10 mm of extra headroom while rearwards, a 54 mm increase in headroom and 87 mm more legroom make DB11 a truly comfortable space. With a luggage compartment that has room for two golf bags and rear ISOFIX points for the fitment of two child seats, DB11 delivers on space.

For Volante, our engineers worked hard to ensure the roof mechanism is both stylish and durable. The stack height of the fully folded roof is a class-leading 260 mm, enabling a smooth seamless rear profile and maximised luggage capacity. The design frees up more rear occupancy space and, like its Coupe counterpart, also conveniently includes rear seat ISOFIX as standard.

Inside DB11 you’re met with a beautiful, calm and private space. Sumptuous natural materials, the highest levels of craftsmanship, comprehensive climate control and infotainment technology provide the ultimate in comfort and convenience. The interior can be perfectly tailored to you, thanks to an inspiring palette of colours and a vast array of detailing options. Seat back veneers are available in a choice of woods or carbon fibre, allowing a continuation of the design inspiration from the front centre console and inner door veneers to be mirrored into the rear environment of the car. Nexus quilting and Celestial perforation add layers of beauty, while ornate leatherwork, such as intricate brogue detailing, demonstrates the exceptional standard of craftsmanship in the cabin.
A full-colour 12” TFT LCD display presents primary vehicle information with absolute clarity, while a second, centrally-mounted 8” TFT screen is dedicated to media. The integrated satellite navigation and audio systems have never been easier to operate.

The DB11 makes technology strides with new infotainment, Auto Park Assist and a fully digital instrument cluster. With further optional advancements such as a heated steering wheel and blind spot assistance, these features combine to ensure driver comfort and convenience has never been better from Aston Martin.
DB11’s V8 and V12 twin-turbo engine choices produce 503 bhp and 600 bhp respectively, both offering a combination of exceptional performance and improved efficiency. The intelligent cylinder bank activation featured on the V12 engine is an advanced system that ensures the DB11’s appetite for the open road is not matched by thirst. The engine cleverly alternates between banks of cylinders during low demand periods, restoring immediately to full performance on driver demand. Such are the tremendous advances made by this landmark car that the DB11 is the cleanest and most fuel-efficient DB ever produced.

DB11 V8 COUPE STATISTICS
503 bhp | 675 Nm | 4.0s 0-62 mph

DB11 V8 VOLANTE STATISTICS
503 bhp | 675 Nm | 4.1s 0-62 mph

DB11 V12 COUPE STATISTICS
600 bhp | 700 Nm | 3.9s 0-62 mph

Image shows Carbon Fibre Engine Cover (Dealer fit accessory)
Effortlessly potent, DB11’s range of engines deliver a rich and characterful sound all the way to 7000 rpm. Three driver-selectable dynamic modes are at your fingertips and truly enrich DB11’s exciting performance and adaptability; switching between GT, Sport and Sport Plus completely adjusts the intensity of the drive.

Select GT mode for exemplary ride quality, or switch to Sport for added firmness and agility; Switching to Sport Plus entirely turns-up the intensity; suspension, steering, 8-speed automatic transmission and Torque Vectoring system work in unison to truly awaken the sports car within.

Innovative aerodynamics allow DB11 to benefit dynamically through the direction of airflow both over and through the bodywork. The Curlicue, derived directly from our race cars, is a gill-like vent incorporated into each front wheel arch lining, extracting high-pressure air and reducing unwanted front-end aerodynamic lift.

On the DB11 Coupe, the Aston Martin Aeroblade™ harnesses airflow along its flanks and through its integral C-duct feature to enhance stability at the rear. While the Volante’s design does not carry the aerodynamic C-duct of the DB11 Coupe, the innovative deployable active spoiler remains a feature on the rear deck lid, automatically activating when required to provide high-speed stability in similar fashion to the Coupe.
DESIGNER SPECIFICATIONS

NEW HERITAGE
A contemporary twist on classic style. Hi-tech materials like Carbon Fibre are used alongside traditional leather trim in Copper Tan and Bitter Chocolate. Arden Green evokes past glories of Racing Green for a modern look steeped in history.

EXTERIOR
- Frosted Glass Blue paint
- Gloss Black roof strake
- Gloss Black roof panel
- Black hood
- Splitter, diffuser & sills in Gloss Black
- Dark Exterior Finisher Pack
- Dark V8 meshes
- Dark V12 bonnet blades with Black meshes
- 20" 10-spoke directional Gloss Black Diamond Turned wheels
- Red brake calipers

INTERIOR
- Duotone Aurora Blue and Ivory leather
- Matched stitching
- Celestial seat perforation
- Matched quilting
- Brogue detailing with Vivid Red inlay
- Satin Chopped Carbon Fibre trim inlay
- Satin Silver Interior Jewellery Pack
- Caspian Blue cabin carpet
- Embossed DB11 logo seat headrest

SHANGHAI FASHIONISTA
Capturing a spirit of youthful flamboyance, this vibrant statement specification is inspired by high fashion. The contrast of Frosted Glass Blue with Ivory and a flash of Vivid Red creates a bold expression of confidence and memorable individuality.

EXTERIOR
- Arden Green paint
- Gloss Silver roof strake
- Body coloured roof panel
- Black Silver hood
- Splitter, diffuser & sills in Gloss Black
- Bright Exterior Finisher Pack
- Titanium V8 meshes
- Bright V12 bonnet blades with Black meshes
- 20" 10-spoke directional Silver Diamond Turned wheels
- Dark Anodised brake calipers

INTERIOR
- Duotone Copper Tan and Bitter Chocolate leather
- Matched stitching
- Celestial seat perforation
- Contrast Black quilting
- Brogue detailing with Cream Truffle inlay
- 2x2 Satin Twill Carbon Fibre trim inlay
- Satin Silver Interior Jewellery Pack
- Bitter Chocolate cabin carpet
- Embroidered Aston Martin wings seat headrest

SOFT TECH
Scandinavian architectural design influences this cool, clean specification. Using complementary tones of Dark Mocha, Ivory, Dark Ash veneer and Satin Silver metalware, this pared-back theme is a lesson in soothing minimalism and refreshing simplicity.

EXTERIOR
- Lightning Silver paint
- Gloss Silver roof strake
- Body coloured roof panel
- Dark Silver hood
- Splitter, diffuser & sills in Gloss Black
- Bright Finisher Pack
- Titanium V8 meshes
- Bright V12 bonnet blades with Black meshes
- 20" 10-spoke directional Silver Diamond Turned wheels
- Dark Anodised brake calipers

INTERIOR
- Duotone Dark Mocha and Ivory leather
- Matched stitching
- Celestial seat perforation
- Dyed Tamo Ash Open Pore trim inlay
- Satin Silver Interior Jewellery Pack
- Ice Mocha heavyweight cabin carpet
- Embossed DB11 logo seat headrest

V8 COUPE VOLANTE V12 COUPE
A potent palette of brooding tones evokes an unmistakable aura of subtle masculinity. Use of Ultramarine Black and Dark Knight with Indigo Blue brogue and stitching bring surprising depth and detail to this darkly dynamic specification.

**EXTERIOR**
- Ultramarine Black paint
- 20” 10-spoke directional Gloss Black wheels
- Black brake calipers
- Dark V8 meshes
- Dark Exterior Finisher Pack
- Splitter, diffuser & sills in Gloss Black
- Black hood
- Body coloured roof panel
- Obsidian Black cabin carpet
- Piano Black trim inlay
- Indigo Blue quilting
- Celestial seat perforation
- Monotone Dark Knight leather

**INTERIOR**
- Ultramarine Black leather
- Indigo Blue stitching
- Satin Silver Interior Jewellery Pack
- Satin Chopped Carbon Fibre trim inlay
- Brogue detailing with Kestral Tan inlay
- Matched quilting
- Matched stitching
- Monotone Pure Black Metallic leather

**ICONSIC CRAFT**
Marrying beautiful materials and exquisite craftsmanship, this specification showcases traditional techniques such as bookmatched wood veneers and ornate brogued leather. Together with an iconic exterior colour, it epitomizes Aston Martin’s measured quality and timeless style.

**EXTERIOR**
- Magnetic Blue paint
- Chrome rear spoiler
- Body coloured rear panel
- Black brake calipers
- Diamond Turned wheels
- 20” 10-spoke directional Gloss Black wheels
- Dark V8 bonnet blades with Black meshes
- Dark Exterior Finisher Pack
- Splitter, diffuser & sills in Gloss Black
- Atlantic Blue hood
- Gloss Silver roof strake
- Mariana Blue paint

**INTERIOR**
- Magnetic Blue For leather
- Sahara Tan stitching
- Embroidered DB11 logo seat headrest
- Brogue stitching
- Satin Silver Interior Jewellery Pack
- Light Ash Open Pore trim
- Light Ash Open Pore aluminium
- Sahara Tan stitching
- Monotone Copper Tan Metallic leather

**IVY LEAGUE**
Effectively elegant, the combination of Mariana Blue with Copper Tan is a modern interpretation of a smart casual aesthetic. The addition of Light Ash brings a multi- tonal highlight to this classic interior.

**EXTERIOR**
- Mariana Blue paint
- Chrome rear spoiler
- Body coloured rear panel
- Dark Anodised brake calipers
- Turned wheels
- Titanium V8 meshes
- Bright Finisher Pack
- Splitter, diffuser & sills in Gloss Black
- Atlantic Blue hood
- Gloss Silver roof strake
- Mariana Blue paint

**INTERIOR**
- Mariana Blue leather
- Sahara Tan stitching
- Embroidered DB11 logo seat headrest
- Stained stitching
- Stainless steel interior panels
- Brogue detailing with Sahara Tan for trim
- White Light Ash Open Pore interior
- Sahara Tan stitching
- Monotone Jasmine green cappa cornet
- Interwoven Aston Martin wings seat headrest
- Monotone Chestnut Tan leather

**MYSSTERIOUS SPORT**
A potent palette of brooding tones evokes an unmistakable aura of subtle masculinity. Use of Ultramarine Black and Dark Knight with Indigo Blue brogue and stitching bring surprising depth and detail to this darkly dynamic specification.

**EXTERIOR**
- Ultramarine Black paint
- Chrome rear spoiler
- Body coloured rear panel
- Black brake calipers
- Diamond Turned wheels
- 20” 10-spoke directional Gloss Black wheels
- Bright V12 bonnet blades with Black meshes
- Bright Finisher Pack
- Splitter, diffuser & sills in Gloss Black
- Black Silver hood
- Body coloured roof panel
- Gloss Silver roof strake
- Magnetic Silver paint

**INTERIOR**
- Ultramarine Black leather
- Indigo Blue stitching
- Satin Silver Interior Jewellery Pack
- Satin Chopped Carbon Fibre trim inlay
- Matched quilting
- Matched stitching
- Monotone Pure Black Metallic leather

**ICONIC CRAFT**
Marrying beautiful materials and exquisite craftsmanship, this specification showcases traditional techniques such as bookmatched wood veneers and ornate brogued leather. Together with an iconic exterior colour, it epitomizes Aston Martin’s measured quality and timeless style.

**EXTERIOR**
- Magnetic Blue paint
- Chrome rear spoiler
- Body coloured rear panel
- Black brake calipers
- Diamond Turned wheels
- 20” 10-spoke directional Chrome Black wheels
- Dark V8 meshes
- Dark Finisher Pack
- Splitter, diffuser & sills in Gloss Black
- Black hood
- Body coloured roof panel
- Gloss Black roof strake
- Cinnabar Orange paint

**INTERIOR**
- Ultramarine Black leather
- Indigo Blue stitching
- Satin Silver Interior Jewellery Pack
- Satin Chopped Carbon Fibre trim inlay
- Matched quilting
- Matched stitching
- Monotone Pure Black Metallic leather

**IVY LEAGUE**
Effectively elegant, the combination of Mariana Blue with Copper Tan is a modern interpretation of a smart casual aesthetic. The addition of Light Ash brings a multi- tonal highlight to this classic interior.

**EXTERIOR**
- Mariana Blue paint
- Chrome rear spoiler
- Body coloured rear panel
- Dark Anodised brake calipers
- Turned wheels
- Titanium V8 meshes
- Bright Finisher Pack
- Splitter, diffuser & sills in Gloss Black
- Atlantic Blue hood
- Gloss Silver roof strake
- Mariana Blue paint

**INTERIOR**
- Mariana Blue leather
- Sahara Tan stitching
- Embroidered DB11 logo seat headrest
- Stained stitching
- Stainless steel interior panels
- Brogue detailing with Sahara Tan for trim
- White Light Ash Open Pore interior
- Sahara Tan stitching
- Monotone Jasmine green cappa cornet
- Interwoven Aston Martin wings seat headrest
- Monotone Chestnut Tan leather

**MYSSTERIOUS SPORT**
A potent palette of brooding tones evokes an unmistakable aura of subtle masculinity. Use of Ultramarine Black and Dark Knight with Indigo Blue brogue and stitching bring surprising depth and detail to this darkly dynamic specification.
**EVENING SPIRIT**

Inspired by the warm tones of a beautiful sunset, the Divine Red exterior leads through to a warm and comforting interior with complementary tones of Charleston Red & Bitter Chocolate, where touches of Tamo Ash create a natural and earthy atmosphere.

- **EXTERIOR**
  - Marine Blue Hood
  - Charleston Red with Tamo Ash in Charleston Red
  - Dark Diamond Pack
  - Black 19" wheels
  - 20" 10-spoke cast Silver Diamond

- **INTERIOR**
  - Embroidered DB11 logo seat headrest
  - Bitter Chocolate cabin carpet
  - Satin Silver Interior Jewellery Pack
  - Dyed Tamo Ash Open Pore trim inlay
  - Brogue detailing with Bitter Chocolate inlay
  - Matched quilting
  - Celestial seat perforation
  - Matched stitching
  - Duotone Charleston Red and Bitter Chocolate leather

---

**TWILIGHT TOUR**

Tones of moody blue create a feeling of intimacy and sophistication. Ultramarine Blue paired with Aurora Blue leather and Dark Tame inlays add depth to this sensory experience.

- **EXTERIOR**
  - Atlantic Blue Hood
  - Charcoal Alcantara with Tamo Ash in Charcoal Alcantara
  - Titanium V8 meshes
  - Satin Black Diamond Tread wheel

- **INTERIOR**
  - Embossed Aston Martin wings seat headrest
  - Caspian Blue cabin carpet
  - Satin Dark Chrome Interior Jewellery Pack
  - Dyed Tamo Ash Open Pore trim inlay
  - Brogue detailing with Aurora Blue inlay
  - Matched quilting
  - Celestial seat perforation
  - Matched stitching
  - Monotone Aurora Blue leather

---

**OPEN AURA (AVAILABLE FOR VOLANTE ONLY)**

Inspired by stunning coastal scenery, the combination of Pearl Blonde with Blue Haze creates a feeling of space and light in perfect harmony with this beautiful Volante.

- **EXTERIOR**
  - Atlantic Blue Hood
  - Charcoal Alcantara with Tamo Ash in Charcoal Alcantara
  - Titanium V8 meshes
  - Satin Black Diamond Tread wheel

- **INTERIOR**
  - Embossed Aston Martin wings seat headrest
  - Blue Haze cabin carpet
  - Satin Silver Interior Jewellery Pack
  - Dyed Tamo Ash Open Pore trim inlay
  - Brogue detailing with Coral Sand inlay
  - Matched quilting
  - Celestial seat perforation
  - Matched stitching
  - Duotone Blue Haze and Coral Sand leather

---

**ETERNAL WAVE**

Step into a world of contrasting light and shade. Morning Frost with Gloss Black detailing creates an exquisitely balanced exterior, while the addition of carbon fibre reflects the modern technology that inspires this specification.

- **EXTERIOR**
  - Morning Frost White paint
  - Black meshed
  - Gloss Black roof panel
  - Black brake calipers
  - 20" 10-spoke Shadow Chrome wheels

- **INTERIOR**
  - Embroidered DB11 logo seat headrest
  - Obsidian Black cabin carpet
  - Dark Chrome Interior Jewellery Pack
  - 2x2 Satin Twill Carbon Fibre trim inlay
  - California Poppy quilting
  - Celestial seat perforation
  - California Poppy stitching
  - Monotone Indigo Blue leather
As the definitive GT, DB11 was styled to take your breath away and crafted to delight the senses, but above all designed to be driven. To complete your ownership experience, we’ve developed an extensive range of Aston Martin Accessories. Designed in-house, the range has been created to perfectly complement your DB11, offering luxurious enhancements for every need.

Making your own selection of exceptionally crafted Accessories from our bespoke range is all it takes to truly complement the potent performance and seductive character of the DB11.

**ASTON MARTIN ACCESSORIES**

**TAILORED LUGGAGE SET**  
**CARE AND CONVENIENCE**

This four-piece luggage set is hand-made in England by highly skilled craftsmen with the same care and attention to detail that goes into every Aston Martin. Two large holdalls and two flight cases make up the impressively tailored set, which has been exclusively designed for DB11 to ensure you maximise the boot space. Available as a Q by Aston Martin set, the luggage can even be personalised to match the interior leather of your DB11.

Designed to provide a range of protective, travel and driving accessories, our selection of convenience packs offers the finishing touches to complement and make the most of your DB11 owning experience.

Specially designed to add the flair of finishing touches, the DB11 Signature Pack goes all the way to the addition of your own signature on the sill plaque. The pack includes a rechargeable flashlight, Aston Martin umbrella, leather key pouch and valve caps, along with the signed sill plaque.

For the discerning traveller we offer a collection of accessories within the DB11 Travel Pack. Designed to cover all the essential travel necessities, each pack is made up of the four-piece luggage set, a Touring Pack and a First Aid kit.

**CARBON FIBRE ENHANCEMENTS**

From the open clamshell bonnet, the delightful spectacle of the DB11’s magnificent engine is an experience to be savoured. This impressive vista can be enhanced further with the Carbon Fibre Engine Cover, a stunning carbon mould fitted perfectly to the engine. It augments the powerful and sporting aesthetic of the under-bonnet area and is further complemented by an additional Aston Martin wings badge that sits harmoniously in the carbon fibre. Yet further statements can be made with standalone enhancements such as Carbon Fibre Exhaust Tip Finishers and a deployable Carbon Fibre Aeroblade™ creating an even sportier finish to your DB11.

**TAILORRED LUGGAGE SET**

This four-piece luggage set is hand-made in England by highly skilled craftsmen with the same care and attention to detail that goes into every Aston Martin. Two large holdalls and two flight cases make up the impressively tailored set, which has been exclusively designed for DB11 to ensure you maximise the boot space. Available as a Q by Aston Martin set, the luggage can even be personalised to match the interior leather of your DB11.

Designed to provide a range of protective, travel and driving accessories, our selection of convenience packs offers the finishing touches to complement and make the most of your DB11 owning experience.

Specially designed to add the flair of finishing touches, the DB11 Signature Pack goes all the way to the addition of your own signature on the sill plaque. The pack includes a rechargeable flashlight, Aston Martin umbrella, leather key pouch and valve caps, along with the signed sill plaque.

For the discerning traveller we offer a collection of accessories within the DB11 Travel Pack. Designed to cover all the essential travel necessities, each pack is made up of the four-piece luggage set, a Touring Pack and a First Aid kit.

**CARBON FIBRE ENHANCEMENTS**

From the open clamshell bonnet, the delightful spectacle of the DB11’s magnificent engine is an experience to be savoured. This impressive vista can be enhanced further with the Carbon Fibre Engine Cover, a stunning carbon mould fitted perfectly to the engine. It augments the powerful and sporting aesthetic of the under-bonnet area and is further complemented by an additional Aston Martin wings badge that sits harmoniously in the carbon fibre. Yet further statements can be made with standalone enhancements such as Carbon Fibre Exhaust Tip Finishers and a deployable Carbon Fibre Aeroblade™ creating an even sportier finish to your DB11.

**TAILORRED LUGGAGE SET**

This four-piece luggage set is hand-made in England by highly skilled craftsmen with the same care and attention to detail that goes into every Aston Martin. Two large holdalls and two flight cases make up the impressively tailored set, which has been exclusively designed for DB11 to ensure you maximise the boot space. Available as a Q by Aston Martin set, the luggage can even be personalised to match the interior leather of your DB11.

Designed to provide a range of protective, travel and driving accessories, our selection of convenience packs offers the finishing touches to complement and make the most of your DB11 owning experience.

Specially designed to add the flair of finishing touches, the DB11 Signature Pack goes all the way to the addition of your own signature on the sill plaque. The pack includes a rechargeable flashlight, Aston Martin umbrella, leather key pouch and valve caps, along with the signed sill plaque.

For the discerning traveller we offer a collection of accessories within the DB11 Travel Pack. Designed to cover all the essential travel necessities, each pack is made up of the four-piece luggage set, a Touring Pack and a First Aid kit.
When you enter the world of Q by Aston Martin – Collection, you discover a range defined by detail, a collection of unique enhancements created to allow you to personalise your DB11. Bringing distinctive design features to your DB11, Aston Martin’s in-house bespoke division has specially designed and engineered exclusive elements to add even further refinement and sporting character to our quintessential Grand Tourer.

The Q by Aston Martin – Collection for DB11 includes an extensive range of carbon fibre enhancements as well as an extended palette of exclusive new paint and leather colours. Every element of the Q by Aston Martin – Collection for DB11 is available to select for new cars, with many options also available to order as aftermarket accessories.

**Q CARBON BODY PACK**

In addition to the exterior Gloss Black and Graphite options, the Carbon Fibre Body Pack allows you to add striking carbon fibre features to the exterior of the DB11. The pack includes the front splitter, rear diffuser and side sills. Finished in 2x2 twill pattern with central herringbone pattern. The carbon pack comes in a gloss finish, with a satin derivative available through Q Commission.

**Q CARBON EXTERIOR PACK**

In addition to the Carbon Body Pack, the additional Q Carbon Exterior Pack adds carbon fibre to the wing mirror caps, side strakes and bonnet blades.* Similarly, this is finished in gloss, with a satin finish available through Q Commission.

*Applicable to the V12 engine only.

**Q BY ASTON MARTIN COMMISSION SERVICE**

For those looking for the ultimate personalisation for their DB11, the Q by Aston Martin Commission Service is the place to start. This unique process takes you on a journey of inspiration, art and design with our dedicated Q design team to craft a bespoke Aston Martin that truly reflects you.

---

**Q INTERLOCKED QUILT PATTERN**

Applied to the seats and headliner, the exclusive Interlocked Quilt pattern takes over 13 hours to embroider per car. The quilt stitch is available to select in either a leather matched or contrast colour, to create either a subtle effect or a bold statement.

---

**Q INTERLOCKED QUILT PATTERN**

Applied to the seats and headliner, the exclusive Interlocked Quilt pattern takes over 13 hours to embroider per car. The quilt stitch is available to select in either a leather matched or contrast colour, to create either a subtle effect or a bold statement.
V8 COUPE VOLANTE V12 COUPE

• One-piece clamshell with soft-close latches

EUROPEAN FUEL ECONOMY FIGURES (NEDC) – V12

• Acceleration:
  - 0-60 mph in 3.7 seconds
  - 0-62 mph (0-100 km/h) in 3.9 seconds

ENGINE – V12

• Extruded bonded aluminium body structure including Hot Form Quenched (HFQ) aluminium

WHEELS AND TYRES

• 20” 5 spoke Diamond Turned wheels

DB11 V12 COUPE SPECIFICATION:

• Air-to-water charge cooling
• Knock-sensing
• Fully CNC machined combustion chambers
• Compression ratio 9.3:1
• Fully catalysed stainless steel exhaust system with cross pipes

STEERING

• Electric power assisted steering rack with DTV and PTC
• Dynamic Torque Vectoring (DTV)
• Positive Torque Control (PTC)
• Emergency Brake Assist (EBA)
• Anti-lock braking system (ABS)
• Electric park brake

BRAKES AND STABILITY SYSTEMS

• Front 9J x 20” Bridgestone S007 255/40 ZR20
• Adaptive Damping System (ADS) with Skyhook technology

IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

• A2DP Bluetooth ® audio and phone streaming
• DAB & AM/FM radio
• Satellite radio system (USA only)
• iPod ® and iPhone ® Integration and USB playback

IN CAR SEAT BELTS

• Deletion of standard fit protective tape
• Alternative brake caliper colours – Black painted, Grey painted, Red painted, Yellow painted

INTELLIGENT OPTIONS

• Contemporary, Special and Q paint palette
• Dark Bonnet blades and Dark mesh grilles and door sills
• Dark Bonnet Meshes and Dark Grilles
• Celestial perforation
• Brogue detailing

OPTIONAL FEATURES

• Heated steering wheel
• Blind spot monitoring
• Auto park assist

IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

• A2DP Bluetooth ® audio and phone streaming
• DAB & AM/FM radio
• Satellite radio system (USA only)
• iPod ® and iPhone ® Integration and USB playback

IN CAR SEAT BELTS

• Planner seat belt colours – Flint, Champagne, Spicy Red
• Personalised sill plaques

EXTERIOR

• Contemporary, Special and Q paint palette
• Dark Bonnet dial
• Black-out Black-out mesh
• 2x2 Twill Carbon Fibre exterior door release

OPTIONAL FEATURES

• Heated side mirrors
• Heated front seats
• Grey lower front skirt
• Silver lower front skirt
DB11 V8 COUPE VOLANTE SPECIFICATION:

**BODY**
- Two-door body style with individual 1/2 seat.
- Two-seater with a full leather headlining.
- A2DP Bluetooth® audio and phone streaming.
- DAB & AM/FM radio.
- Touchpad control.
- Dynamic Torque Vectoring (DTV).
- Rear multi-link, coil springs, anti-roll bar and adaptive dampers.
- Satin Silver Jewellery Pack 5.
- Celestial perforation.
- Brogue detailing.
- Front seat ISOFIX 1.
- Blind spot warning 9.
- Auto park assist.
- First aid kit.
- Garage door opener 1.
- iPod® is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.
- Complies with UK Thatcham Category 5 requirements.
- Deletion of standard fit protective tape. 
- Heavy pile floor mats.
- Embossed DB11 or Aston Martin wings headrest.
- Personalised sill plaques.
- Match to trim inlay seat back veneers (driver and front passenger seat).
- Fire extinguisher.
- Sunroof.
- Smoked tail lamps.
- Machined Carbon wings badges.
- 20" Y-spoke forged Champagne Diamond Turned wheels.
- 20" 10-spoke Gloss Black directional Diamond Turned wheels.
- 20" 10-spoke Shadow Chrome wheels.
- Smoked tail lamps.
- Machined Carbon wings badges.
- 20" Y-spoke forged Champagne Diamond Turned wheels.
- 20" 10-spoke Gloss Black directional Diamond Turned wheels.
- 20" 10-spoke Shadow Chrome wheels.
- Smoked tail lamps.
- Machined Carbon wings badges.
- 20" Y-spoke forged Champagne Diamond Turned wheels.
- 20" 10-spoke Gloss Black directional Diamond Turned wheels.
- 20" 10-spoke Shadow Chrome wheels.
- Smoked tail lamps.
- Machined Carbon wings badges.
- 20" Y-spoke forged Champagne Diamond Turned wheels.
- 20" 10-spoke Gloss Black directional Diamond Turned wheels.
- 20" 10-spoke Shadow Chrome wheels.
- Smoked tail lamps.
- Machined Carbon wings badges.
- 20" Y-spoke forged Champagne Diamond Turned wheels.
- 20" 10-spoke Gloss Black directional Diamond Turned wheels.
- 20" 10-spoke Shadow Chrome wheels.
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The cars illustrated in this brochure may include additional options and accessories not featured in this brochure or that are only available at extra cost.
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Aston Martin Lagonda Limited is constantly seeking ways to improve the specification, design and production of its cars and alterations take place continually. Whilst every effort is made to produce up-to-date literature, this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide to current products, options, accessories or specifications, nor does it constitute any offer for sale of any particular car, product, option, accessory and/or services or combination of the same. This brochure is merely an indication of the kinds of Aston Martin products and services which may be available from time to time. The contents of this brochure represent Aston Martin Lagonda Limited’s business as a whole. Text and photographs may relate to models, specifications, options, accessories and/or services that are not available for sale in some countries or which have been superseded or are otherwise no longer available.
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